
 
 

THE APE PAGE 

(the past, the present, the future) 

 

The Ape page is designed to be a living document that provides a simple overview of what is 

going on in the background. This document will be updated as we continue to move forward 

together in this project. 

 

Being part of the OG APE CLUB…it is important to know that OG stands for Original Grinder. 

The ones who have helped the Non-Fungible Token (NFT) space become what it is today. 

Being an OG is not gender specific and does not matter if you are in a collection that started 

the game as a punk or began your NFT journey as the first ape collection. What matters is you 

are here now and the grind is real. We are all early to the NFT space and in a few years each 

of us will be Subject Matter Experts (SME) holding a knowledge base of what we have built. 

The OG Ape Club NFT token represents the past, the present, and seen as the thought leaders 

for the future.  

 

The OG Ape Club is a collection of 8420 OG Apes. These OG’s are based on hundreds of rare 

traits that make each OG Ape unique and exclusive in the world of NFTs. There All OG’s are 

stored as ERC-1155 tokens on the Ethereum blockchain and hosted on IPFS. 

 

- With ERC-1155 we do save gas fee for batch mint. 

- With ERC-1155 we do cut deployment gas fees up to 90%. 



- With ERC-1155 we do implement ERC-20 and ERC-721 standards within one contract 

for the utility token 

 

There are a lot of big actions taking place behind the scenes of the OG Ape Club project. Below 

are the highlights for chapter one. 

 

Metaverse: Our NFT World's land is purchased! …we have world #7409 and currently in talks 

with developers to have it built out. The build of this world is going to consist of game play 

and a number of lots for future homes builds. To be continued… 

 

Comic Book: As we continue to work with Otaku Origins to bring you some outstanding comic 

book art and storylines. The Comic book cover is an NFT and when purchased will grant you 

access to read all chapters released. Additionally, it will add a value of one utility token, per 

day, when staked alongside one OG Ape. To be continued… 

 

Gaming: As a role play game you will be free roaming with a number for short missions to 

start. …think of a mixup of GTA and Tomb Raider. This will take place in the Ape Realm. The 

pregame mission will consist of staking your part of the land and defending a chest that collects 

utility tokens. To be continued… 

 

Utility Token: Will be earned in multiple ways like one-on-one battles, chest raids, equipment 

grabs, and more. The utility token can be used to upgrade weapons, buy building materials, 

tools, and more. To be continued… 

 

Staking: Staking your OG Ape will earn you three tokens a day, however…when staking the 

OG APE Club Comic Book cover with your OG Ape you receive an additional token for a total 

of four tokens. To be continued… 

 

Chapter two is coming soon!!! 

 

 


